
Cubed Circle Newsletter – Issue 177 is Ben 

Ben Carass will be carrying the entire newsletter this week, as I have fallen somewhat behind on the 
New Japan Cup and other content, due to a few important tests this past week. Regardless, Ben looks at
what was, by all accounts, a very bad week of WWE programming, which encompasses, among things,
a depressingly incompetent edition of RAW, a dull NXT, and a slumber-inducing edition of 
SmackDown. 

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor 

Raw Ramblings – March 9th 2015
CONSOL Energy Centre: Pittsburgh, PA.
Ben Carass. 

Raw was so unbelievably bad I don’t even know where to begin. I’m certainly not wasting my time, 
and yours, on too much play-by-play because, one: they don’t deserve it after putting out utter garbage 
for months, and, two: reliving the idiocy of this show is not high on my list of priorities for the day. 
There are almost no words to describe how repugnant this show was, but I shall try my best to 
encapsulate the sheer suckiness that the creative bozos spewed out in an effort to heat up the coldest 
and quite possibly worst booked WrestleMania season of all-time.  

Opening segment consisted of Randy Orton cutting babyface promos on Kane, Big Show, J&J 
Security and Seth Rollins, however he revealed he was only joking and would team with Rollins in a 
handicap main event against Roman Reigns. Talk about killing a guy’s momentum. It was clear they 
were setting up the angle where Orton gets his revenge, which they should have done his first night 
back, and when it occurred the crowd didn’t really give a damn about it. Orton flipped-off Rollins and 
refused to tag in and Reigns pinned Seth with a spear in 4:08. Orton then proceeded to put a 10 minute
beating on Rollins, which the crowd were dead for, and Randy gave him an RKO through the 
announce table to close the show. The beating was so definitive that there is little point in them having 
a match at Mania since Orton got his revenge here and the crowd reaction to babyface Orton was 
lukewarm at best. These clowns just can’t help but screw everybody up at the minute. 

Speaking of which, Roman Reigns felt like a complete afterthought as he pinned Rollins and 
hightailed it out of there so they could shoot the big angle with Orton and Rollins. They did air a 
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promo package on Reigns earlier, which didn’t really do any good, however thankfully Paul Heyman 
cut one of the best promos in years and years in order to get the Lesnar/Reigns match over. Heyman 
talked about Reigns descending from “CANNIBALS” and badasses, worked in shoot aspects like 
Brock leaving for UFC to unify the WWE & UFC Heavyweight titles, claimed that Brock would fly to
Vegas if he wanted to beat up Mayweather & Pacquiao and even took shots at “Oz behind the 
curtain” for messing with his mic again. It was simply masterful and in another universe compared to 
everything else on this miscarriage of a TV show. Reigns may not be over, but Heyman is trying his 
best to sell the match and at least Brock Lesnar still looks like a big time superstar in all this. – 
Although he may be leaving and the next top guy is getting frostbite he is so cold, so that’s a huge 
problem.

There was this Sting video. I’m sure you’ve heard about it. They don’t trust Sting to cut a promo so 
much that they went to the effort of altering his voice on the 
video. Watching live it just seemed like they dropped the pitch 
on Steve Borden’s real voice, however Jason Agnew played the
audio at normal speed on the LAW and it sounded an awful lot 
like Dolph Ziggler. I’m sure it was Sting, but either way this 
was beyond stupid. Somebody really must think Sting hasn’t 
evolved from 1992 and is still incapable of cutting a decent 
promo, which simply is not the case in 2015. The video itself 
was fine, but it was impossible to get over the second-rate Black
Scorpion deal. WHAT WHERE THEY THINKING?! 

John Cena destroyed Rusev in order to get his WrestleMania rematch. Rusev squashed Curtis Axel in
25 seconds then cut the usual anti-USA promo. Cena showed up and obliterated him then stretched him
in the STF until Lana was forced to accept a rematch for the US title. I didn’t like that Lana showed 
some weakness, although she is a heel so that’s no big deal. The bigger problem here is Cena once 
again facing a rising heel at WrestleMania and more than likely winning and killing any momentum 
dead. Lana is off to shoot a movie at some point, so you would think she will have to be written off 
TV. Where that leaves Rusev in the meantime, I don’t know, but it certainly does not look good for 
him, as he may be without a mouthpiece to get some heat back after Cena beats him.

Bray Wyatt cut his promo on the Undertaker and had the urn. It was the typical cheesy magic show, 
with smoke bellowing from the urn and lightening striking Bray’s enchanted rocking-chair, which was 
unexplainably fixed after being smashed up by Ambrose months ago. Taker’s gong hit and they 
played a pre-recorded voice over of him saying Bray would rest in peace while the video wall had the 
graphics, “WrestleMania: When the Man Comes Around.” So that’s more royalties for the Cash estate. 
Naturally the fans popped for the gongs, but when it was clear Taker wasn’t coming out they went 
dead silent which made the whole thing seem underwhelming. I don’t particularly enjoy the same old 
magic show they have been doing for 20 years, but hey, it’s the Undertaker, so he can get away with 
the goofy lightening setting Bray’s chair on fire. – Still don’t care about the match at all though. 
The IC championship was treated like a joke and nobody got over again. Daniel Bryan pinned Bad 
News Barrett, the champion in case you forgot, in 6:50. Truth was on commentary again and was so 
bad I can’t even begin to tell you. Barrett laid him out with the bullhammer afterwards then Dean 
Ambrose came out and took out Barrett. Ambrose went on to beat Stardust in 7:25 of a match that 
had negative heat then all the other prelim geeks ran down for a post-match schmoz. Barrett ended up 
laying out Bryan again, but Truth put the belt in a brown bag. Barrett demanded the belt back, so 
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Truth gave him a different bag with a toy belt inside and Truth made off with the real thing. Everyone 
looked stupid, nobody got over and the importance of the title itself is virtually non-existent. 

Bountiful BS: Erick Rowan & Ryback beat Big Show & Kane in 3:25. Match was utter death. Show
punched Kane by mistake. Steph came out for her weekly emasculation and buried Show & Kane. 
Wiz Khalifa was on the show and Mizdow did a backstage skit as Wizdow. Wiz then proceeded to do 
a terribly boring concert and was booed in his hometown; that’s how bad the segment was. I can’t wait 
to see the quarters. Wretched, it was. The Bellas did a corny Flintstones related promo in the back, 
shilling the movie. – Sucked. AJ Lee w/Paige downed Summer Rae w/Eva Marie & Cameron in 
3:05. – Horrible. Xavier Woods & Big E w/Kofi over Tyson Kidd & Cesaro w/Nattie in 3:39. – 
Nothing to it. Usos & Naomi showed up and Naomi beat Nattie in 1:35. Give the Divas a chance, 
everyone! – Laughable. Los Matadores then beat the Usos in 7:10 of a match nobody cared about, 
presumably to set up a multiple team tag title match which, nobody will care about. 

It wasn’t just the content of the show that was appalling; the booking was downright atrocious as well. 
They had so many segments that blended and ran together, it felt like watching the first hour of an 
ECW PPV from 2000 for 3 straight hours. The Bryan/Barrett match turned into Ambrose vs. 
Stardust. The Brass Ring Club vs. New Day turned into Nattie vs. Naomi then morphed into the 
Usos vs. the Matadors. It was a complete mess. There were also a few production gaffs and audio 
problems, not including Heyman’s mic which was obviously worked. But they played the wrong music
at one point and for no reason at all we got a random shot of JBL’s hat on the announce table as they 
were preparing to go to a pre-tape. Clearly, everyone in the company is burned out and the result is 
week after week of wretched television. All I can say is everybody had better pull themselves together 
and get back on the ball, because if they think they are burned out then how in the hell do they think the
fans feel after being force fed nothing but feculence during what should be the most exciting time of 
the year? 

DO NOT WATCH THIS HIDEOUS, HIDEOUS SHOW!
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WWE NXT – March 11th 2015
Full Sail University: Winter Park, FL. 
Ben Carass

NXT was far from the stellar hour of pro wrestling we’ve become used to and there was very little to 
shout about on the show this week. They did a decent job of continuing the Kevin Owens/Alex Riley 
program, but that is about it. None of the matches were standouts and Hideo Itami, sadly, continues to 
flounder in the WWE system and was pinned clean by Tyler Breeze.

Enzo Amore & Colin Cassady vs. The Lucha Dragons – Enzo & Cass over in 6:00 with the rocket 
launcher. Enzo & Cass did their usual comedy shtick beforehand and said they wanted a shot at the tag 
titles. Basic match: Dragons were booed because the NXT crowd loves the Yankees. Cass appeared to 
have gained some weight, which is good since he looked like a praying mantis before, however he 
looks a lot softer and we all know how that worked out for Chris Hero. 

Next week the show comes from the Arnold Sports Festival in Ohio, which explains the confusion of 
the airdates from the last set of tapings. They aired a hype package on Alex Riley. It was hilariously 
uninspiring. In contract, they made Kevin Owens look like a top monster heel when the recapped him 
winning the NXT title.

Alexa Bliss vs. Carmella. – Bliss won the Sparkle Splash at 5:20. Carmella wasn’t nearly as over as 
Enzo & Cass and did her “hottest chick in the ring” deal to little reaction. Everyone, including myself, 
talks about the women in NXT being so much better than the main roster Divas, but these two still 
looked very green and tried some moves that were a little too advanced for them. As a result, a lot of 
the spots were almost in slow motion and looked highly contrived. There was also not heat for this, 
expect for the finish. – Don’t get me wrong, Charlotte and Sasha Banks are ready now; you could also 
make a case for Bayley and even Becky Lynch. But Bliss and Carmella are a million miles away from 
those for in terms of their development.

Alex Riley cut a promo in the locker room. He talked about watching everyone move ahead of him and 
being stuck on commentary for over a year. It was actually a decent promo and Riley displayed 
something resembling babyface fire. Tyler Breeze did a selfie promo; there was nothing to it. Said he 
would beat Hideo Itami in the main event.

Alex Riley vs. CJ Parker. – Riley via pinfall at 3:26. Shockingly, Riley was super over as a face. I 
know it is on a smaller scale, but the fact that they can get Alex Riley over as a bigger babyface than 
Roman Reigns is not only hilarious, but it is also a little bit pathetic. Match was fine; Riley sold for a 
little bit, which hardly made him look like a threat to Kevin Owens. He made a comeback and won 
with a blockbuster off the top. Owens showed up and buried Riley for having an ugly tattoo on his back
then said he would end his in-ring career. Owens finished by saying he would end the rise of Finn Balor
and shook his head at Riley. Fans chanted, “Riley” and he did some fake crying, which at least showed 
some emotion. 

WWE SmackDown – March 12th 2015.
Joe Louis Arena: Detroit, MI
Ben Carass.
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SmackDown has got to the point of being so irrelevant that if I just recapped what happened on the 
show, the reports would be about 100 words at the most. So, in an effort to try make this thing slightly 
more interesting I’m going to have to go into one of my unrelated tangents, however I would wager 
that at least a few of you will be able to relate to this digressive anecdote. In case you are only 
interested in an unbearably boring and irrelevant wrestling show then I suggest you skip the next 
couple of paragraphs.

With the sheer amount of pro wrestling that I watch and try to keep up on every week, my poor long-
time girlfriend, Bev, is forced to sit through most of it with me. Sure she doesn’t have to and at times 
will go do her own thing, but since we actually like spending time together, sitting on the couch 
watching wrestling takes up a lot of our free time. Now, Bev (for the most part) actually enjoys 
watching some of the shows and can even make it through 4 hour New Japan shows if she is interested.
However if something bores her, she goes out like a light. I’ve seen her fall asleep 10 minutes into 
RAW and not wake up until the show is over. It’s not like she is a narcoleptic anomaly, I’ve seen this 
happen many times before with many different girls who were all, at least a little bit, interested in pro 
wrestling. Actually, “interested” may be a tad strong for some of them, “endured” might be a better way
of putting it. But still, they sat there and tried to watch the shows with me until their brains inevitably 
stopped being stimulated and shutdown. In case you are thinking, “Well, clearly these girls didn’t like 
wrestling at all and were just humouring you, Ben”; I can promise you beyond all shadow of a doubt 
that if you meet a girl that is naturally predisposed to not like pro wrestling then there is NOTHING 
you can do to change her mind and make her watch guys in their underwear pretending to fight. So, 
since we’ve established that females + dull pro wrestling = a boredom coma, here’s how all that 
gibberish relates to this week’s SmackDown. 

I hardly ever fall asleep watching wrestling. There have been rare occasions when after working long 
hours I have dozed off during a particularly dreary episode of RAW at 3am, although, even with the 
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horrendous state of the product at the moment, that has not happened for a few years. However, I found
myself fighting to stay awake during SmackDown, which wasn’t even a particularly bad show; it was 
just painfully tedious. I finally understood after all these years what I had been putting these poor girls 
through: They wanted to watch the shows with me, however something about the product was so mind-
numbing to them that their brains couldn’t help but shutdown. That is the exact situation I was in 
watching this worthless television show. I wasn’t even the least bit tired before the show started, but 
about 40 minutes in I was on the verge on unconsciousness. Keep in mind this was about 8pm, so it’s 
not like it was late at night, and I watched Lucha Underground immediately afterwards which was a 
breeze to get through. In short, SmackDown achieved a new level of monotony that not even the driest 
episode of Superstars, Thunder or iMPACT could manage and nearly put me into a detachment induced
slumber.

The show was all about the IC title picture again. Daniel Bryan cut the same promo guys have cut for 
years about the title meaning something when Bret Hart, Mr Perfect, Ricky Steamboat, Randy 
Savage etc. held it. All the other geeks in the ladder match showed up and had a brawl in the ring, 
expect Truth, who just stood on the stage with the belt. This led to the main event: Bryan, Ziggler & 
Ambrose vs. Bad News Barrett, Luke Harper & Stardust. Bryan pinned Harper after a Zig-zag 
and the busaiku knee at 9:10 (TV Time). Match wasn’t particularly notable. Afterwards, the babyfaces 
bickered and looked like whiny little chumps then Ambrose and Ziggler called Bryan a, “Turd.” A 
TURD! There are no words…  Anyway, I think Truth still has the belt, but honestly, who cares?

They went to the old bag of tricks to try get Roman Reigns over. He showed up for a brief, but still 
uninspiring promo about people telling him he “can’t” beat Brock Lesnar. Mark Henry interrupted 
and buried Reigns for not having the respect of the fans or the “boys in the back” – TM HHH. Henry 
said Reigns had no chance against Lesnar, so Reigns gave him a superman punch then speared the 43 
year-old, near 400lbs Henry through the barricade. Later, in the Trainer’s room, Henry said he was 
testing Reigns and said Reigns had made a believer out of him. – Henry tried his best and was good in 
his role, but there is little they can do at this point, Reigns is never going to be over in time for 
WrestleMania because they have rushed and screwed up his push far too much for anyone to care.

Misc. Filler: Tyson Kidd, Cesaro & Los Matadores beat The Usos & New Day in 5:01 (TV Time). 
Fernando pinned Kofi after the Matadors pulled the switch-a-roo, so I presume they have turned heel 
for the multi-team tag title match at WrestleMania. We’re two weeks out from Mania and now they 
decide is a good time to rebuild the Matadors and make them into “credible” title challengers? HA! 
Miz shouted at Mizdow in the back then went out and lost to Ryback in 4:00 of a painfully boring 
match. Paige & AJ over Summer Rae & Cameron in 3:00. The Bellas were on commentary and 
were, once again, horrible. They aired a sit-down interview with Randy Orton and he tried to explain 
his master plan of “weaving his way back into the fabric of the Authority.” – WHO SPEAKS LIKE 
THAT?! Anyway, Orton’s plan was to use “reverse psychology” and my personal favourite excuse for 
illogical booking, “MIND GAMES!” Cole asked him what he is going to do on RAW and Orton said 
he would spit in Rollins’ face then challenge him to a match at WrestleMania. It made absolutely no 
sense.  

Even  just  recapping  this  show I  can  feel  myself  getting  lethargic.  I’d  better  call  it  a  day  before
something embarrassing happens and I… Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 
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Next Week's Issue

Next week we (hopefully) return to our usual formatt, looking at one of the final editions of RAW on 
the Road to WrestleMania, the New Japan Cup as a whole, NXT, SmackDown, two weeks worth of 
ratings, why the success of the Network may not be the best outcome for the business as a whole, and 
more. 

Contact:

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email

General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com

Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass

Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26

Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman
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